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Hamburg, May 29, 2012

MS: 8025292166672066
The longitudinal urban cohort ageing study (LUCAS): Study protocol and participation in the first decade

Dear Ms Crow

Thank you for your email dated 22 May 2012 concerning the study protocol (manuscript MS 8025292166672066) of our Longitudinal Urban Cohort Ageing Study (LUCAS).

We apologize for including a result section. As suggested we have now included the baseline results as part of the methods section in both the abstract and the manuscript.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns.

Yours sincerely

Ulrike Dapp, DSc
Ulrike Dapp, Dr. rer. nat.
Albertinen-Haus Geriatrics Centre
Scientific Department at the University of Hamburg
Sellhopsweg 18-22
D-22459 Hamburg, Germany
tel: +49 40 5581 1871
fax: +49 40 5581 1874

e-mail: ulrike.dapp@albertinen.de